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Abstract In this paper we present a model for erythropoiesis under the basic
assumption that sufficient iron availability is guaranteed. An extension of the model
including a sub-model for the iron dynamics in the body is topic of present research
efforts. The model gives excellent results for a number of important situations: recov-
ery of the red blood cell mass after blood donation, adaptation of the number of red
blood cells to changes in the altitude of residence and, most important, the reaction
of the body to different administration regimens of erythropoiesis stimulating agents,
as for instance in the case of pre-surgical administration of Epoetin-α. The simulation
results concerning the last item show that choosing an appropriate administration reg-
imen can reduce the total amount of the administered drug considerably. The core of
the model consists of structured population equations for the different cell populations
which are considered. A key feature of the model is the incorporation of neocytolysis.
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1210 D. H. Fuertinger et al.

1 Introduction

In 2006 around 1.4 million patients received dialysis treatment with an estimated
growth to 2.0 million in 2010. Of these treatments approximately 21 % took place in
the US and 17 % in the EU (see Kotanko et al. 2007). These numbers will increase
strongly in the future. Almost all patients with chronic kidney disease are affected
by chronic anemia which is mainly caused by failure of renal excretory and endo-
crine function. Erythropoietin (EPO), the hormone which drives the production of
new red blood cells, is primarily produced in the kidneys (and only in an insufficient
amount in the liver). Anemia not only reduces physical and neurocognitive capac-
ity and worsens quality of life, but it also leads to left ventricular hypertrophy, left
ventricular dilation, and myocardial ischemia. These adaptive cardiovascular com-
pensation mechanisms, which try to maintain sufficient oxygen supply for the tissues,
are risk factors for cardiovascular disease and death (Strippoli et al. 2004). Partial
correction of anemia in dialysis patients reduces cardiovascular mortality, which is
the most common cause of death among these patients (Besarab et al. 1998; Go et al.
2004). Erythropoiesis stimulating agents (ESA) exert hematological effects analo-
gous to those of EPO. ESA treatment regimens (administered doses and frequency
of administration) are usually determined based on the prior experience of the physi-
cian and on established guidelines, because predictive models of erythropoiesis under
an ESA treatment regimen are not readily available. The model presented in this
paper introduces such a predictive model of erythropoiesis taking ESA administration
into account.

There exist several mathematical models of erythropoiesis in the literature. Many
of them were inspired by the model described in Belair et al. (1995). This model con-
sists of two partial differential equations, one describing the cells in the bone marrow
committed to the erythroid cycle, and the second one describing the red blood cell
(RBC) population circulating in the peripheral blood. The authors assumed that EPO
influences the recruitment of pluripotent stem cells into the erythroid lineage and the
proliferation of precursor cells in the bone marrow. This model has been modified
and analyzed several times and fitted to different experimental data from different
authors. For example, an improved version of this model was published by Mahaffy
et al. (1998). The authors added an EPO dependent rate of apoptosis of precursor cells
and introduced a moving boundary condition for mature erythrocytes. This condition
allows for a variable maximal life span of RBC. They fitted the model to experimen-
tal data of rabbits suffering from an induced auto-immune hemolytic anemia. The
same model was later also fitted to experimental data for phlebotomy in humans (see
Mahaffy et al. 1999). The work presented in Adimy et al. (2006) is also inspired by the
paper of Belair et al. and considers an application to periodic hematological diseases.
Recently, Crauste et al. (2008) added another modification to the “Belair” model (self-
renewal of progenitor cells). A theoretical analysis of the Belair model and of some
of its modifications can be found, for example, in Ackleh et al. (2002, 2006) and in
Banks et al. (2004).
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Model of erythropoiesis in adults with sufficient iron availability 1211

Another important contribution to modeling of erythropoiesis was presented by
Loeffler and his collaborators (see e.g., Loeffler et al. 1989; Wichmann et al. 1989;
Wulff et al. 1989). In more recent publications (see e.g., Roeder and Loeffler 2002;
Roeder 2006) the focus is primarily on modeling of the hematopoietic stem cells and
not as much on erythropoiesis itself.

So far, none of the models discussed above was used or designed for predicting
a patient’s erythropoietic response to ESA administration. The model presented in
the following sections differs distinctly in some aspects from erythropoiesis models
published up to now. The model is more detailed concerning the stages a cell has to
pass through in its development from a stem cell to an erythrocyte. We distinguish four
stages in the development of cells committed to the erythroid lineage in bone marrow
and one describing red blood cells circulating in blood. Another important feature is
that in case of mature erythrocytes we account for a mechanism called neocytolysis,
which was only recently found to contribute to renal anemia and also seems to trigger
active destruction of young RBCs (neocytes) in other situations when EPO is admin-
istered (see Chang et al. 2009; Rice et al. 1999). Adding this mechanism to the model
proved to be crucial to fit experimental data well.

The mathematical model developed in this paper proves to be valid for a wide
range of situations. It is able to describe the recovery of the RBC mass after blood
donation, the reaction of the body to pre-surgical administration of Epoetin-α and
the changes in the number of erythrocytes in high altitude dwellers descending to
sea level. Concerning dialysis patients, it is only applicable for a small group. This
is because one of the assumptions for the model presented here, is that the body is
able to provide sufficient iron supply for erythropoiesis at all times. As 80–90 % of
dialysis patients treated with ESA suffer from functional iron deficiency at some stage
in their therapy (Schaefer and Schaefer 1998), this assumption is only valid for a
minority of dialysis patients. An extension of the model presented here incorporat-
ing a comprehensive sub-model for iron homeostasis is a topic of present and future
research and has the goal to expand the possible applications to the majority of dialy-
sis patients and to pathologies where unbalanced iron homeostasis leads to abnormal
erythropoiesis (e.g., absolute and functional iron deficiency anemia, haemochromato-
sis, etc.).

In the next section we present the basic physiological facts which are necessary to
follow the development of the mathematical model in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we give a short
description of the numerical algorithm used for the simulations. Section 5 contains
the simulation results for the following concrete situations:

– Adaptation of the number of erythrocytes in high altitude dwellers, when they
move for longer periods to lower altitudes.

– Recovery of the RBC mass after a blood donation.
– Pre-operative EPO administration.

Section 5 further contains some theoretical simulations. We compare our model to
experimental data in different situations and see, by using the same parameter values
for all simulations, a very satisfying qualitative and quantitative behavior of the model
throughout the simulations.
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1212 D. H. Fuertinger et al.

2 Regulation of erythropoiesis

In the following we present some basic facts on erythropoiesis which are used in
Sect. 3. For details and an excellent overview of erythropoiesis we refer to Greer et al.
(2009), Lichtman et al. (2005).

RBCs (erythrocytes) are essential for the distribution of oxygen to organs and
tissues in the body. They take up oxygen in the lungs and deliver it to tissues while
squeezing through the capillaries. To fulfill this task properly they are highly special-
ized. They are shaped like biconcave disks in order to optimize oxygen exchange and
give up their nuclei, organelles and mitochondria in order to provide more space for
hemoglobin, the molecule which binds oxygen. Erythrocytes are very deformable and
can therefore pass capillaries half their diameter. They withstand a high shear stress,
rapid elongation, folding and deformation during their passage through the microcir-
culation. Over time the cell membrane is damaged by these extraordinary stresses.
Because of the lack of nuclei and organelles, red blood cells cannot divide or repair
their cell membranes. Senescent erythrocytes lose their flexibility due to their frag-
mented membranes. These stiff cells could do harm to small capillaries or even clog
them. To avert this, old erythrocytes are recognized by phagocytes and destroyed. This
phagocytosis mainly takes place in the spleen (Jandl 1987).

To compensate for phagocytosis of senescent red blood cells it is necessary to build
new erythrocytes continuously. The maturation of undifferentiated stem cells to mature
erythrocytes is called erythropoiesis and takes place in the bone marrow. Erythropoiesis
does not only have to account for the loss of old erythrocytes but also for the additional
loss of cells due to random breakdown as well as due to internal and external bleeding.
Furthermore, the number of RBCs has to be adjusted to varying environmental condi-
tions, as for instance a transition from low to high altitudes or vice versa, by increasing
the rate of erythropoiesis, or, conversely, by starting neocytolysis, a process believed
to involve macrophages in order to phagocytose young erythrocytes (neocytes) (Alfrey
and Fishbane 2007; Chang et al. 2009; Rice and Alfrey 2005; Udden et al. 1995).

During the process of erythrocyte development, a cell undergoes a series of pro-
liferations and differentiations. Starting from multi-potent stem cells, erythroid cells
mature to burst-forming unit erythroids (BFU-E) (earliest stage of cells committed
to the erythroid lineage), colony-forming unit erythroids (CFU-E), different stages
of erythroblasts and finally reticulocytes. The reticulocytes are released from bone
marrow into blood and mature in 1–3 days to erythrocytes (see Fig. 1).

The primary control of erythropoiesis is governed by the hormone erythropoie-
tin (EPO). EPO is released into the blood stream by the kidneys based on a negative
feedback mechanism that reacts to the partial pressure of oxygen in blood. The concen-
tration of EPO affects the number of circulating red blood cells by determining the rate
at which cells mature into erythrocytes either by recruitment or by preventing apop-
tosis (programmed cell death) and by affecting the maturation velocity of progenitor
and precursor cells. Thus, changes in oxygen delivery can be adapted to the needs by
an adaptive resetting of the rate of erythropoiesis. Additionally, as already mentioned
above, the process of neocytolysis, which affects the selective degradation of young
erythrocytes, is activated in situations of red cell excess. Neocytolysis seems to be trig-
gered by a drop in the EPO level (Alfrey and Fishbane 2007; Rice et al. 1999, 2001).
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Model of erythropoiesis in adults with sufficient iron availability 1213

Fig. 1 Diagram of the different cell stages during erythropoiesis. The changing width of the triangles
labeled “EPO” and “IRON” represents the receptor densities on the cells

Another critical factor for effective erythropoiesis is iron, which is indispensable
for hemoglobin synthesis. If the body is not able to provide sufficient iron for this
process, then ineffective erythropoiesis will result (Finch et al. 1950; Lichtman et al.
2005). In normal subjects, the total iron content of the body remains within narrow
limits. Once an atom of iron enters the body it is conserved with remarkable efficiency
and can remain in the body for more than ten years. Iron is only lost via loss of cells
(especially intestinal epithelial cells), bleeding and loss of very small amounts via
urine and sweat. The balance of iron content is achieved by controlling absorption and
not by control of excretion. If the concentration of iron in plasma and/or in the iron
stores is too low, then the level of the hormone hepcidin is decreased. The consequence
of a lower hepcidin level is that more iron is taken up via the duodenum and more
iron is released from macrophages and from storage (Crichton 2009; Fleming 2008).
Hepcidin release is also activated by inflammation, which is a prominent problem in
chronic kidney disease. Hepcidin is an acute phase-reactant and during inflammation
its production in the liver is increased. An elevated hepcidin level partly or fully blocks
the release of iron from stores and the reticuloendothelial system as well as absorp-
tion of dietary iron in the intestine. Thus, the body is not able to sufficiently supply
developing red blood cells with iron and, as a consequence, erythropoiesis is impaired.

3 A model of erythropoiesis in adults with normal RBC lifespan
and adequate iron availability

The model of erythropoiesis in humans presented in this paper is based on structured
population models for the different cell stages. Since individual cells in the various
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cell populations which are considered are distinguished by their maturity, which is
also often referred to as cell age, we used so called age-structured population models
in order to describe the development of the cell populations. Besides the equations
for these age-structured population classes, the model includes a feedback loop rep-
resenting the actions of EPO. In the present model, we did not account for impaired
erythropoiesis due to iron deficiency, but instead choose a constant rate of ineffective
erythropoiesis (i.e., a constant baseline apoptosis rate during erythropoiesis), which
is seen in healthy persons without iron deficiency.

The different cell types are grouped into population classes according to their
characteristic properties during erythropoiesis with respect to interaction with EPO
and iron. These properties concern the proliferation rate, the rate of apoptosis and
the maturation velocity of cells, which—depending on the type of cell—may change
depending on erythropoietin and/or iron levels. Five different population classes of
cells are considered: BFU-E, CFU-E, erythroblasts, marrow reticulocytes and eryth-
rocytes (including blood reticulocytes).

For each population class listed above, a model of the type

∂

∂t
u(t, μ) + v(E(t))

∂

∂μ
u(t, μ) =

(
β(E(t)) − α(E(t), z(t), μ)

)
u(t, μ) (1)

is developed, where u(t, ·) is the population density with respect to the attribute matu-
rity μ at time t, i.e.,

∫ μ2
μ1

u(t, μ) dμ is the number of cells with maturity μ ∈ [μ1, μ2].
Furthermore, β(·) and α(·) describe proliferation rate and the rate of apoptosis (mor-
tality), respectively, of the cell populations. These functions depend a priori on the
maturity μ and the concentrations E(t) and z(t) of EPO and iron, respectively, at
time t . The function v(·) describes the maturation velocity and may depend on the
concentration E(t).

The commitment to the erythroid lineage is an irreversible event. A differenti-
ated cell cannot regress or switch to another differentiation pathway. Thus, once a
multi-potent stem cell has committed to the erythroid lineage, it undergoes the com-
plete series of differentiations until it becomes a red blood cell or it dies during this
process. While maturing, the cell changes its characteristics (e.g., reduction in size,
number of transferrin or EPO receptors, decrease in the amount of RNA/DNA etc.).
The process of how stem cells are recruited into the proliferating progenitor pop-
ulation remains unclear. There are several hypotheses including an environmental
dependency, a random event, etc. In the following we refer to committed erythroid
cells in the bone marrow as progenitor (BFU-E and CFU-E cells) and precursor cells
(from pro-erythroblasts to marrow reticulocytes).

3.1 Progenitor cells: BFU-E and CFU-E cells

Assumptions

1. The rate at which cells commit to the erythroid lineage is constant.
2. Cells stay in this stage for 13 days (7 days BFU-E and 6 days CFU-E).
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3. The number of transferrin receptors on BFU-E and CFU-E is negligible, i.e., iron
has no influence on progenitor cells.

4. EPO has no effect on the number of BFU-E, i.e., the proliferation rate for BFU-E
cells is constant.

5. The apoptosis rate of BFU-E is zero.
6. The proliferation rate for CFU-E cells is constant.
7. The rate of apoptosis for CFU-E cells depends strongly on the EPO concentration

in plasma.
8. The maturation velocities of BFU-E and CFU-E cells are constant and assumed

to be one.

The earliest identifiable erythroid progenitor cell is the BFU-E. Morphologically it is
difficult to identify. Moreover, a distinction between BFU-E and the next cell stage—
CFU-E—is valid but to some extent artificial. There are cells in between these two
developmental stages which show characteristics between BFU-E and CFU-E. In cul-
ture it lasts around 6–7 days until human BFU-E have all the functional characteristics
of CFU-E (Lichtman et al. 2005). Early BFU-E have only a very small number of
EPO- and transferrin-receptors (Greer et al. 2009). They are totally dependent on
interleukin-3 for their survival, but EPO has no effect on proliferation or apoptosis of
these cells (Wu et al. 1995).

The colony-forming unit erythroid (CFU-E) is a more differentiated type of pro-
genitor cell. CFU-E are rapidly dividing cells compared to the slower-dividing BFU-E
(Wu et al. 1995). They have a large number of EPO receptors and are strongly depen-
dent on EPO for their survival, i.e., the rate of apoptosis depends on EPO. Under
normal conditions, large numbers of generated CFU-E do not survive (Greer et al.
2009). CFU-E cells still have only a few transferrin receptors. Since transferrin recep-
tors are responsible for the uptake of iron, it is reasonable to neglect the influence of
iron on all types of progenitor cells.

Let p(t, μp) denote the population density for the BFU-E, where μp is the maturity
of a BFU-E cell which, according to Assumption 8, coincides with the age of the cell.
In view of our assumptions, we get the following model equations for the BFU-E
population:

∂

∂t
p(t, μp) + ∂

∂μp
p(t, μp) = β p p(t, μp),

p(t, 0) = S0,

p(0, μp) = p0(μ
p),

(2)

where β p is a constant proliferation rate (Assumption 4), S0 describes the constant
rate at which stem cells commit to the erythroid lineage (Assumption 1, note also that
μp has the dimension of time and consequently p0 has the dimension 1 over time),
p0(μ

p) is the population density at t = 0 with 0 ≤ μp ≤ μ
p
max = 7 (Assumption 2),

and t ≥ 0.
CFU-E with population density q(t, μq) are considered separately. Once a BFU-E

cell reaches the maximum age for BFU-E cells it leaves this class and becomes a
CFU-E cell, i.e., there is a flux of cells from one population class to the next one.
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1216 D. H. Fuertinger et al.

Let μq → q(t, μq) be the population density for CFU-E cells, where μq is the matu-
rity of these cells which coincides with the age (Assumption 7). We get the following
model equations for the CFU-E cell population:

∂

∂t
q(t, μq) + ∂

∂μq
q(t, μq) = (

βq − αq(E(t))
)

q(t, μq),

q(t, μq
min) = p(t, μp

max),

q(0, μq) = q0(μ
q),

(3)

where βq is the constant proliferation rate (Assumption 6), αq(E(t)) denotes the
rate of apoptosis depending on the EPO concentration in plasma (Assumption 7),
q(t, μq

min) = p(t, μp
max) describes the number of cells leaving the BFU-E cell stage

and entering the CFU-E cell stage, q0(μ
q) is the population density at t = 0, 7 =

μ
q
min ≤ μq ≤ μ

q
max = 13 (Assumption 2), and t ≥ 0.

We use a sigmoid function to describe the apoptosis rate αq(E(t)),

αq(E(t)) = a1 − b1

1 + ek1 E(t)−c1
+ b1, (4)

where E(t) is the EPO concentration at time t . The function monotonically decreases
with increasing EPO concentration. Thus, a higher level of EPO causes more cells to
survive.

3.2 Precursor cells: erythroblasts and marrow reticulocytes

Assumptions

9. Cells stay in this stage for 6–8 days (5 days erythroblasts and 1–3 days marrow
reticulocytes).

10. The class of erythroblasts consists of all cell stages from proerythroblast to ortho-
chromatophilic erythroblast.

11. Proliferation of erythroblasts is assumed to be constant.
12. The maturation velocity of erythroblasts is constant and assumed to one.
13. The maturation velocity of reticulocytes depends on the EPO concentration in

plasma.
14. Reticulocytes do not proliferate.
15. Even with sufficient iron supply, a constant fraction of marrow reticulocytes is

phagocytosed per unit time.

After a CFU-E has differentiated into a proerythroblast, it takes about another 6–8
days until the cell is released from the bone marrow into the bloodstream (Jandl 1987).
The various stages of maturation from proerythroblast to orthochromatophilic eryth-
roblast (see Fig. 1) are referred to as erythroblasts. The cells undergo several mitotic
divisions until at the stage of orthochromatic erythroblast they lose their ability to
divide and enter a maturation period. During this time, the cell expels its nucleus and
is called a reticulocyte. The erythroblastic pyramids appear normal, with no evidence
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Model of erythropoiesis in adults with sufficient iron availability 1217

of additional mitotic divisions, when production increases, i.e., we assume prolifera-
tion of erythroblasts to be constant (Lichtman et al. 2005).

The precursor cells are EPO- and iron-sensitive. While EPO receptors decline dur-
ing the differentiation from erythroblasts to reticulocytes, transferrin-receptors in-
crease sharply in the early erythroblast forms and reach their peak in intermediate
erythroblasts before slowly declining again (Greer et al. 2009), thus reflecting the
increased demands of the cells for iron to synthesize hemoglobin. Despite these
facts, the available literature lacks consensus on the effects of altered EPO
and iron levels on the different cell stages. Nevertheless, two facts seem to
be unquestioned: first, a raised EPO concentration shortens marrow transit time,
and, second, iron concentration affects erythropoiesis. If iron levels are too low
to sufficiently supply the cells developing in the bone marrow, erythropoiesis is
impaired. Because the underlying mechanisms are not entirely clear, we have
decided to include these effects into the model by allowing the maturation veloc-
ity of reticulocytes to vary with plasma EPO concentration, but not the mat-
uration velocity for erythroblasts. Consequently, the transit time for precursor
cells in our model is between 6 and 8 days, the variability being mediated
by the reticulocyte population. Furthermore, cells which are not able to
synthesize a certain minimum amount of hemoglobin are assumed to get phago-
cytosed, i.e., a low iron concentration leads to a higher mortality rate of pre-
cursor cells. We assume that this is effected in the reticulocyte population class
and have coded this into the model by allowing the mortality rate for reticulo-
cytes to depend on plasma iron concentration. Since, for the current model, we
are assuming sufficient iron supply, we can simplify the model by using a con-
stant apoptosis rate for marrow reticulocytes. We choose a non-zero apoptosis
rate to accommodate the fact that a mild degree of ineffective erythropoiesis is
present even under iron replete conditions (Barosi et al. 1985; Stefanelli et al. 1984),
and that it amounts to approximately 4–12 % of the total erythropoiesis (Lichtman
et al. 2005).

Let μr → r(t, μr ) denote the population density for the erythroblast population at
time t with μr being the maturity of an erythroblast. The model equations are:

∂

∂t
r(t, μr ) + ∂

∂μr
r(t, μr ) = βr r(t, μr ),

r(t, μr
min) = q(t, μq

max),

r(0, μr ) = r0(μ
r ),

(5)

where βr is a constant proliferation rate (Assumption 11), r(t, μr
min) = q(t, μq

max)

describes the rate at which cells leave the CFU-E stage and enter the erythroblast cell
stage (note that, according to Assumption 12, maturity coincides with age), r0(μ

r )

is the population density at t = 0, 13 = μr
min ≤ μr ≤ μr

max = 18 (Assumption 9)
and t ≥ 0.

We denote by s(t, μs) and μs the population density of the bone marrow reticulocyte
population and the maturity of a reticulocyte, respectively. Based on our assumptions,
we get the following model equations for the marrow reticulocyte population:
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Fig. 2 Organizational diagram of the model

∂

∂t
s(t, μs) + vs(E(t))

∂

∂μs
s(t, μs) = −αs

0s(t, μs),

vs(E(t))s(t, μs
min) = r(t, μr

max),

s(0, μs) = s0(μ
s),

(6)

where vs(E(t)) is the maturation velocity depending on EPO (Assumption 13), αs
0

denotes the rate of ineffective erythropoiesis (Assumption 15), vs(E(t))s(t, μs
min) =

r(t, μr
max) describes the rate at which cells leave the erythroblast cell stage and enter

the reticulocyte cell stage, r0(μ
s) is the population density at t = 0, 18 = μs

min ≤
μs ≤ μs

max = 21 (Assumption 9) and t ≥ 0. Note that the actual time that cells stay
in this stage is between 1–3 days according to the maturation velocity. A slower mat-
uration velocity causes the cells to reach “maximal maturity” later, whereas a faster
maturation velocity shortens the transit time, i.e., the cells reach “maximal maturity”
earlier.

Again we use a sigmoid function to describe the dependence of the maturation
velocity vs on the EPO concentration in plasma,

vs(E(t)) = a2 − b2

1 + e−k2 E(t)+c2
+ b2, (7)

where E(t) is the EPO concentration in plasma at time t . Therefore, the maturation
velocity increases with a rising concentration of EPO.

3.3 Erythrocytes and blood reticulocytes

Assumptions

16. The maximum age of erythrocytes in a healthy person is 120 days (which corre-
sponds to the average erythrocyte lifespan in healthy adults).

17. Cells mature but do not proliferate.
18. The maturation rate of red blood cells is constant.
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Model of erythropoiesis in adults with sufficient iron availability 1219

19. All erythrocytes carry the same amount of hemoglobin, and this stays constant
during their life time.

20. There is a fixed rate of random daily breakdown of red blood cells (not to be
confused with loss of erythrocytes due to senescence).

21. Neocytolysis is triggered when the plasma concentration of EPO is below a certain
level.

Reticulocytes are released from the bone marrow into the blood stream, and within
1–2 days they mature to erythrocytes. Henceforth, when we discuss erythrocytes, we
mean reticulocytes in blood and mature erythrocytes. Red blood cells are able to carry
oxygen because of the contained hemoglobin that the cells synthesized during the pre-
cursor cell stage. In practice, not all cells have the same capacity to transport oxygen.
For a healthy adult, however, the variance in hemoglobin content among erythrocytes
is small. Therefore, Assumption 19 seems to be reasonable. A consequence of this
assumption is that the oxygen carrying capacity of blood is directly proportional to
the number of erythrocytes.

The circulating red blood cells have no nuclei and, therefore, they are not able to
proliferate or to repair themselves. They are constantly suffering damage, and, after
some time, they lose their flexibility and hence their ability to squeeze through small
capillaries. In order to prevent damage to vessels, senescent cells are marked and
phagocytosed by macrophages, primarily in the spleen. In a healthy adult, the life
span of circulating red blood cells is about 120 days (see e.g., Jandl 1987), but it can
markedly decrease in some pathologies. As we have explained in Sect. 2, a selective
hemolysis of young erythrocytes can occur under certain circumstances (neocytoly-
sis). In addition, a small number of cells die because of random daily breakdown, or
are lost due to internal or external bleeding.

Denoting by m(t, μm) and μm the population density of erythrocytes and the age
of erythrocytes we get the following model equations for the erythrocyte population:

∂

∂t
m(t, μm) + ∂

∂μm
m(t, μm) = −αm(E(t), μm)m(t, μm),

m(t, 0) = vs(E(t))s(t, μs
max),

m(0, μm) = m0(μ
m),

(8)

where m(t, 0) = vs(E(t))s(t, μs
max) describes the rate at which reticulocytes enter

the blood stream, m0(μ
m) is the population density at t = 0, 0 ≤ μm ≤ μm

max = 120
(Assumption 16) and t ≥ 0. The mortality rate αm(E(t), μm) incorporates the effect
of neocytolysis and the random daily breakdown (Assumptions 20 and 21). It is given
by

αm(E(t), μm)=
⎧⎨
⎩

αm
r +min

( cE

E(t)kE
, bE

)
for E(t) < τE , μm

n,min ≤μm ≤μm
n,max,

αm
r otherwise,

(9)
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where αm
r is the random daily breakdown, bE , cE , kE are constants, τE is the threshold

for E(t) beneath which neocytolysis is triggered, and [μm
n,min, μ

m
n,max] is the age-inter-

val where neocytolysis is possible. For the simulations shown in this paper, we choose
μm

n,min = 14 days and μm
n,max = 21 days.

3.4 Feedback via erythropoietin

Assumptions

22. Release of EPO is controlled by a negative feedback mechanism in response to
the partial pressure of oxygen in blood.

23. Partial pressure of oxygen in blood is directly proportional to the number of
erythrocytes (see also Assumption 19 in Sect. 3.3).

24. The degradation rate of EPO is constant.
25. The time delay between change in oxygen partial pressure/number of erythrocytes

and adaptation of EPO production rate is negligible compared to the duration of
development of erythrocytes.

The kidneys adjust the release of EPO according to the oxygen partial pressure in
blood. If partial pressure of oxygen in blood is lower respectively larger than normal,
then EPO production increases respectively decreases. Thus, the production of EPO is
controlled by a negative feedback mechanism and allows for more red blood cells to be
developed in case of deficient supply of the body with oxygen. However, this is not the
only feedback function EPO performs. In addition, the body has the protective mech-
anism of neocytolysis in case of an excess of red blood cells. If EPO concentration
drops below a certain threshold, macrophages start to phagocytose young erythrocytes
(neocytes). This is an important mechanism to allow swift downward adaptation of
RBC mass to changes in the environment, e.g., when high altitude dwellers descend
to sea level (see Rice et al. 2001). See Eq. (9) in Sec. 3.3 for a model of neocytolysis.

A sigmoid function which depends on blood oxygen partial pressure is used to
model the feedback involving the release of endogenous erythropoietin Eend

in (t) from
the kidneys into the plasma. As a consequence of Assumptions 22, 23 and 25 made
above, the amount Eend

in (t) of EPO released by the kidney per unit time can be directly
computed by use of the total population of erythrocytes M(t) (recall that this class
consists of all circulating red blood cells):

Eend
in (t) = a3 − b3

1 + ek3 M̃(t)−c3
+ b3, (10)

where M̃(t) = 10−8 M(t)/T BV is a scaled erythrocyte “concentration” with M(t) =∫ μm
max

0 m(t, μm) dμm and T BV is the total blood volume. Thus, the release of EPO
increases if the number of circulating red blood cells decreases. The dynamics of
the endogenous EPO concentration Eend(t) in plasma is described by the following
ordinary differential equation:

Ėend = 1

T BV
Eend

in (t) − cend
deg Eend(t), (11)
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where Eend(t) is the endogenous EPO concentration in plasma, Eend
in is the amount of

EPO released by the kidneys per unit time and cend
deg describes the degradation rate of

endogenous EPO (Assumption 24).
In the case of administration of rHuEPO, an additional ordinary differential equation

is required to describe the change in the plasma concentration Eex(t) of the exogenous
hormone,

Ėex(t) = 1

T BV
Eex

in (t) − cex
deg Eex(t), (12)

where Eex
in (t) is the rate at which the exogenous hormone is administered, cex

deg is
the rate at which the exogenous hormone is degraded. In the case of an intravenous
administration, the total amount of the agent is injected into a vein within a very short
time interval. In this case Eex

in (t) can be approximated by Eex
0 (t)δt0(t), where Eex

0 is
the amount of exogenous hormone administered and δt0 is the Dirac delta impulse
located at t0, the time when the administration takes place. The result is a sudden rise
of the amount of the exogenous hormone in plasma, followed by a decay of the ESA
level that depends on the degradation rate of the exogenous hormone, which varies for
different ESAs. In contrast, in the case of a subcutaneous administration, the agent is
injected under the skin and slowly diffuses from there into the plasma, which results in
a continuous flow of agent into the plasma compartment and a slow rise in the plasma
ESA level over a longer time than with intravenous administration. Subcutaneous
administration, although biologically and economically more desirable, is relatively
painful for the patient, and, therefore, intravenous administration is the more common
administration method (Besarab et al. 2002). In addition, the degradation rate cex

deg for
exogenous EPO differs from the one for endogenous EPO and varies depending on
the type of ESA. The overall concentration of EPO in plasma consists of the naturally
produced erythropoietin and the administered rHuEPO

E(t) = Eex(t) + Eend(t). (13)

4 Numerics

For the simulations we chose a slight modification of an approximation scheme for age
structured population model given in Kappel and Zhang (1993). The model equations
are of type (1) which we write as

∂

∂t
u(t, μ) + ṽ(t)

∂

∂μ
u(t, μ) = κ(t, μ)u(t, μ), (14)

where we have set ṽ(t) = v(E(t)) and κ(t, μ) = (
β(E(t)) − α(E(t), z(t), μ)

)
. The

attribute μ which is used to distinguish between cells varies in [μmin, μmax]. We have
the following initial and boundary conditions:

u(0, μ) = φ(μ), μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax and u(t, μmin) = f (t), t > 0. (15)
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Since Eq. (14) is linear, we have global existence of solutions on the strip [0,∞) ×
[μmin, μmax] provided the functions f and κ are defined on [0,∞) respectively on
[0,∞) × [μmin, μmax] and are sufficiently smooth. The concept of solution is based
on the method of characteristics, i.e., u(t, μ) is a solution of (14) and (15) if u is given
by

u(t, μ) = φ

⎛
⎝μ −

t∫

0

ṽ(τ ) dτ

⎞
⎠ exp

⎛
⎝

t∫

0

κ
(
τ, μ −

t∫

τ

ṽ(ρ) dρ
)

dτ

⎞
⎠ ,

μ ≥ μmin +
t∫

0

ṽ(τ ) dτ,

u(t, μ) = f (t − g(t, μ)) exp

⎛
⎜⎝

g(t,μ)∫

0

κ

⎛
⎜⎝t − g(t, μ) + τ, μmin +

t−g(τ,μ)+τ∫

t−g(τ,μ)

ṽ(ρ) dρ

⎞
⎟⎠ dτ

⎞
⎟⎠ ,

t ≥ g(t, μ). (16)

Here the function μ → τ = g(t, μ) is the inverse of τ → μ = μmin + ∫ t
t−τ

ṽ(ρ) dρ.

Note that μ = μmin + ∫ t
0 ṽ(τ ) dτ is equivalent to t = g(t, μ). If we have ṽ(t) ≡ 1,

which is the case for Eqs. (2), (3), (5), and (8), we get from (16)

u(t, μ) = φ(μ − t) exp

⎛
⎝

μ∫

μ−t

κ(τ + t − μ, τ) dτ

⎞
⎠ , μ − t ≥ μmin,

u(t, μ) = f
(
t − (μ − μmin)

)
exp

⎛
⎝

μ−μmin∫

0

κ
(
τ + t − (μ − μmin), μmin + τ

)
dτ

⎞
⎠ ,

μ − t ≤ μmin. (17)

Note that in this case the attribute μ is just the age of a cell.
For explaining the approximation scheme we first restrict ourselves to the case

ṽ(t) ≡ 1, t ≥ 0, and κ = κ(μ), μmin ≤ μmax. Then the representation (17) reduces
to

u(t, μ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

φ(μ − t) exp

(
μ∫

μ−t
κ(τ) dτ

)
for t ≥ μ − μmin,

f
(
t − (μ − μmin)

)
exp

(
μ−μmin∫

0
κ(μmin + τ) dτ

)
for t ≤ μ − μmin.

(18)

We indicate the initial value φ by writing u(t, μ) = u(t, μ;φ).
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4.1 Formulation as an abstract Cauchy problem

We assume that φ ∈ L2 := L2(μmin, μmax) and define the operators S(t) : L2 → L2

by

S(t)φ = u(t, ·;φ), t ≥ 0, φ ∈ L2. (19)

Using the representation (18) it can be shown that—in case f ≡ 0 – S(t), t ≥ 0, is a
C0-semigroup on L2 (see Kappel and Zhang 1993, for results on C0-semigroups, evo-
lution operators and approximation see also Ito and Kappel 2002). The infinitesimal
generator A of this semigroup is given by ( ′ = d/dμ)

dom A = {
φ ∈ L2

∣∣φ is absolutely continuous on [μmin, μmax],
φ(μmin) = 0, φ′ − κφ ∈ L2},

A φ = −φ′ + κφ, φ ∈ dom A .

(20)

For φ ∈ L2 respectively φ ∈ dom A , y(t) = S(t)φ is a mild solution respectively a
strong solution of the abstract Cauchy problem

ẏ(t) = A y(t), y(0) = φ ∈ L2. (21)

For f 	≡ 0 we define the functions fn(t, μ) = f (t)δn(μ), t ≥ 0, μmin ≤ μ ≤
μmax, n = 1, 2, . . . , with

δn(μ) =
{

−2n2(μ − μmin − 1/n) for μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmin + 1/n,

0 otherwise,

i.e., (δn)n=1,2,... is a sequence of functions approximating the δ-distribution. Let
yn(·), n = 1, 2, . . . , be a mild solution of the nonhomogeneous Cauchy problem

ẏ(t) = A y(t) + fn(t, ·), y(0) = φ ∈ L2, (22)

which can be represented as

yn(t) = S(t)φ +
t∫

0

S(t − s) fn(s, ·) ds, t ≥ 0.

Then it can be shown that limn→∞ yn(t)(·) = u(t, ·) in L2, t ≥ 0, μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax,

where u(t, μ) is given by (18).
Since the range for the attribute is different for the cells populations considered, it

is useful to normalize these attributes such that the range of the normalized attribute
ξ is [0, 1]. In order to achieve this we define the mapping

h(ξ) = μmin + (μmax − μmin)ξ, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1,
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with its inverse

H(μ) = h−1(μ) = μ − μmin

μmax − μmin
, μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax.

We set w = μmax − μmin and define on L2(0, 1) the norm ‖φ̃‖w = w1/2‖φ̃‖L2(0,1).
The space L2(0, 1) endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖w will be denoted by L2

w. The spaces
L2 and L2

w are isomorphic with the isomorphism Ξ : L2 → L2
w and its inverse given

by

Ξφ = φ ◦ h, φ ∈ L2, and Ξ−1φ̃ = φ̃ ◦ H, φ̃ ∈ L2
w.

On the space L2
w we get the C0-semigroup S̃(t) = Ξ S(t)Ξ−1, t ≥ 0, with infinitesi-

mal generator

dom ˜A = Ξ(dom A ),

˜A = ΞA Ξ−1.
(23)

The Cauchy problem (22) is transformed to

˙̃y(t) = ˜A ỹ(t) + f (t)δ̃n, ỹ(0) = Ξφ = φ ◦ h, t ≥ 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , (24)

with

δ̃n(ξ) = (Ξδn)(ξ) =
{

−2n2(wξ − 1/n) for 0 ≤ wξ ≤ 1/n,

0 otherwise.

In the general case of Eqs. (14), (15) we get, instead of (22), a linear evolution equation
of the form

ẏ(t) = A (t)y(t) + fn(t, ·), y(0) = φ ∈ L2,

with

dom A (t) = {
φ ∈ L2

∣∣φ is absolutely continuous on [μmin, μmax],
φ(μmin) = 0, ṽ(t)φ′ − κ(t, ·)φ ∈ L2},

A (t)φ = −ṽ(t)φ′ + κ(t, ·)φ, φ ∈ dom A (t).

The Cauchy problem corresponding to (24) is

˙̃y(t) = ˜A (t)ỹ(t) + f (t)δ̃n, ỹ(0) = Ξφ = φ ◦ h, t ≥ 0,
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with

dom ˜A (t) = {
φ̃ ∈ L2

w

∣∣φ̃ is absolutely continuous on [0, 1],
φ̃(0) = 0, ṽ(t)φ̃′ − κ(t, h(·))φ̃ ∈ L2

w

}
,

˜A (t)φ̃ = −ṽ(t)φ̃′ + κ(t, h(·))φ̃, φ̃ ∈ dom ˜A (t).

4.2 Approximation

In order to get an approximation scheme for the solutions of (24) we define, following
the approach in Kappel and Zhang (1993), a sequence of basis elements in L2

w by

e j (ξ) = w−1/2L j (−1 + 2ξ), 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , (25)

where L j is the j th Legendre polynomial. It is easy to see that the sequence e j , j =
0, 1, . . . , is an orthogonal sequence in L2

w with 〈e j , ek〉L2
w

= 0 for j 	= k and =
(2 j + 1)−1 for j = k. We define the subspaces X N ⊂ L2

w by

X N = span(e0, . . . , eN ), N = 0, 1, . . . .

Let P N be the orthogonal projection L2
w → X N . Following Kappel and Zhang (1993)

we define the approximating generators ˜A N on X N by

˜A N φ̃ = −w−1φ̃′ + P N ((κ ◦ h)φ̃) − δN φ̃(0), φ̃ ∈ X N , N = 0, 1, . . . . (26)

Here δN is the approximating delta impulse on X N , i.e., δN ∈ X N is defined by

〈δN , φ̃〉L2
w

= φ̃(0), φ̃ ∈ X N .

The last term on the right-hand side of (26) accounts for the fact that φ̃ ∈ X N in
general is not in dom ˜A . Concerning the first term on the right-hand side of (26) we
should observe that φ̃′ ∈ X N for φ̃ ∈ X N .

The solution segments y(t) = u(t, ·) of the solution given by (18) are given as
the limit limn→∞ yn(t) in L2, where yn, n = 1, 2, . . . , is the mild solution of the
Cauchy problem (22). The function ỹ(t) = Ξ y(t) solves (24). The approximations
ỹN (t), N = 0, 1, . . . , for ỹ(t) are obtained as the solutions of the following Cauchy
problems in the finite dimensional subspaces X N :

d

dt
ỹN (t) = ˜A N ỹN (t) + δN f (t), ỹN (0) = P N Ξφ. (27)

The approximations uN (t, μ) for u(t, μ) are given by

uN (t, μ) = Ξ−1(ỹN (t)
)
(μ) = ỹN (t)

(
μ − μmin

μmax − μmin

)
, t ≥ 0, μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax.
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We have limN→∞ uN (t, ·) = u(t, ·) in L2 uniformly for t in bounded intervals (com-
pare Kappel and Zhang 1993 [Theorem 4.3] for the case f ≡ 0).

In the case of Eqs. (14), (15) the approximating operators ˜A N (t) are given by

˜A N (t)φ̃ = −w−1φ̃′ + P N (κ(t, h(·))φ̃) − δN φ̃(0), φ̃ ∈ X N , N = 0, 1, . . . ,

and the approximations for u(t, μ) are uN (t, μ) = Ξ−1(ỹN (t)), N = 0, 1, . . . , where
ỹN solves

d

dt
ỹN (t) = ˜A N (t)ỹN (t) + δN f (t), ỹN (0) = P N Ξφ.

Finally one has to compute matrix representations of the operators ˜A N respectively
of ˜A N (t) and coordinate vectors of the approximating delta-impulses δN and of the
projections P N Ξφ. We refer to Kappel and Zhang (1993) for these straightforward,
but lengthy computations.

5 Simulation results

5.1 General remarks

The model presented in Sect. 3 consists of five partial differential equations [Eqs. (2),
(3), (5), (6), and (8)], two ordinary differential equations [Eqs. (11) and (12)], and the
auxiliary equations [Eqs. (4), (7), (9), (10), and (13)]. Altogether we have 30 param-
eters in the model to which values have to be assigned. For a list of all parameters, as
well as their values and units, see Table 2.

Values taken from the literature were used to make a first educated guess on the
parameters of the model, including also a table with the sizes of the erythroid pools
in Lichtman et al. (2005, Chap. 30). In this book, the numbers for different erythroid
cell types per kg body weight are given for healthy adults. From this information,
the cell population sizes for a 75-kg adult male were calculated (see Table 1). These
results were used to estimate the model parameters for the steady state. Plots of the
model output are presented in Fig. 3. Note that each cell population was started with
1 × 108 cells. Therefore, it requires some time for the model output to reach equilib-
rium. Moreover, the constants for the feedback law and the auxiliary equations were

Table 1 Total numbers of cells for different cell types in healthy adults (see Lichtman et al. 2005, Chap. 30)

Cell type Observed (×108 per kg) 75 kg

Proerythroblasts 1 75 × 108

Erythroblasts 49 36.75 × 1010

Marrow reticulocytes 82 61.5 × 1010

Red blood cells (incl. blood retic.) 3,331 24.98 × 1012
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Table 2 Model parameters, values and units

Parameter Meaning Value Unit

β p Proliferation rate for BFU-E cells 0.2 1/day

βq Proliferation rate for CFU-E cells 0.57 1/day

βr Proliferation rate for erythroblasts 1.024 1/day

μ
p
max Maximal maturity for BFU-E cells 7 Days

μ
q
min Minimal maturity for CFU-E cells 7 Days

μ
q
max Maximal maturity for CFU-E cells 13 Days

μr
min Minimal maturity for erythroblasts 13 Days

μr
max Maximal maturity for erythroblasts 18 Days

μs
min Minimal maturity for marrow reticulocytes 18 Days

μs
max Maximal maturity for marrow reticulocytes 21 Days

αs
0 Rate of ineffective erythropoiesis 0.089 1/day

αm
r Intrinsic mortality rate for erythrocytes 0.005 1/day

a1, b1 Constants for the sigmoid apoptosis rate
for CFU-E cells

0.35, 0.07 1/day

c1, k1 Constants for the sigmoid apoptosis rate
for CFU-E cells

3, 0.14 Dimensionless,
ml/mU

a2, b2 Constants for the sigmoid maturation
velocity for marrow reticulocytes

2, 0.35 Dimensionless

c2, k2 Constants for the sigmoid maturation
velocity for marrow reticulocytes

2.3, 0.2 Dimensionless,
ml/mU

a3, b3 Constants for the sigmoid function
governing the release of EPO from the
kidneys

9,000, 10,000 mU/day

c3, k3 Constants for the sigmoid function
governing the release of EPO from the
kidneys

9.1, 0.2 Dimensionless, ml

μm
n,min Lower bound of erythrocytes which are

possibly exposed to neocytolysis
14 Days

μm
n,max Lower bound of erythrocytes which are

possibly exposed to neocytolysis
21 Days

μmax Maximal life span for erythrocytes 120 Days

bE Constant in the mortality rate for erythrocytes 0.1 1/day

cE Constant in the mortality rate for erythrocytes 3.5 mU3/ml2

kE Exponent in the mortality rate for erythrocytes 3 mU3/ml2

τE EPO threshold for neocytolysis 9.8 mU/ml

cend
deg Degradation rate of EPO released by the kidney 25/24 1/day

cex
deg Degradation rate of administered EPO (Epoetin-α) 8.5/24 1/day

S0 Rate at which cells are committing to the erythroid lineage 108 1/day

T BV Total blood volume 5,000 ml

chosen such that solutions stay near the desired equilibrium, when started near the
steady state, and that the solutions always tend to the steady state (compare Fig. 3).
In addition, we also used the fact that in a healthy adult the production rate of
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Fig. 3 Simulations for a fictitious 75 kg male starting with 1×108 cells (a) and starting near the equilibrium
with the feedback control switched on (b)

erythrocytes can increase about threefold and that, by providing drugs (ESAs and
iron), this rate can be increased to about fivefold (Goodnough 2002; Finch 1982).
The simulations presented in the following subsections were done using parameter
values obtained by the procedures described above. It is emphasized that for all simu-
lations the same set of parameters has been used. Parameters have not been adapted for
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a specific simulation in order to improve data fitting. Furthermore, it should be noted
that no parameter identification was done but that parameter values were assigned
using what one could call an “educated guess”. The satisfying behavior of the model
reflects the efforts during model development to adequately take into consideration
the underlying physiological mechanisms.

5.2 High altitude dwellers

A low number of erythrocytes as well as an inappropriately high number is detri-
mental for the body. The feedback through erythropoietin acting on the progenitor
and precursor cells is reasonably fast in case of a decreased number of red blood
cells, but it is very slow when red cell mass exceeds normal values. This effect is
due to the relatively long life span of erythrocytes of about 120 days. Thus, even if
the production of precursor cells is distinctly reduced, the effect on the number of
erythrocytes circulating in the blood is only a small one in the short run. This suggests
that an additional mechanism is needed which acts faster in the case of RBC mass
exceeding normal values. Indeed, as we already discussed in Sect. 2, physiologists
discovered this mechanism, neocytolysis, not too long ago. The essential feature of
neocytolysis is that active hemolysis of young red blood cells is triggered when the
concentration of EPO in plasma drops below a certain threshold, which would be the
case if the partial pressure of oxygen in blood were high because of an abundance
of RBCs. Neocytolysis is probably responsible for the anemia of astronauts returning
from space missions (Alfrey et al. 1996; Udden et al. 1995), can be observed in high
altitude dwellers descending to sea level (Rice et al. 2001), and seems to contribute to
the erythrocyte degradation in patients treated with ESAs (Alfrey and Fishbane 2007;
Chang et al. 2009; Rice et al. 1999). For a summary of several studies concerning
neocytolysis in descending high altitude dwellers and astronauts returning from space
mission, see Rice and Alfrey (2005). The observed effect on RBC mass seems to be
similar throughout the studies. In the first few days (7–10 days) RBC mass reduces by
9–18 %. If further adaption is necessary, RBC mass reduction progresses more slowly
and seems to be mediated mainly through reduced erythropoiesis.

Figure 4 shows the simulation results for a 75 kg man descending from high alti-
tude to sea level assuming an increased number of mature erythrocytes, 40 % above
normal levels. We present the development of the RBC mass during the first 5 weeks
(35 days) considering neocytolysis (solid line) and neglecting it (dashed line). Several
interesting observations can be made: first, the predicted reduction of the RBC mass
is within a physiologically meaningful range. The total number of RBC has decreased
by ∼11.3 % after 7 days and by ∼ 14.5 % after 10 days (see Fig. 4). Secondly, it has
been suggested that neocytolysis is only a prominent factor in the first few days (see
Rice and Alfrey 2005). In the simulation, the influence of the destruction of young
erythrocytes plays a key role in the first 10 days but becomes almost negligible in
comparison to the influence of a reduced erythropoiesis later on. This can be seen
from the fact that between days 0 and 10, the slopes of the solid and the dashed lines
differ distinctly, whereas they become very similar later on (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Modeled changes in the number of circulating RBCs in a high altitude dweller descending to a
lower altitude: model output with (solid line) and without (dashed line) neocytolysis during days 0–35
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Fig. 5 Simulation of donation of 550 ml blood. The mean recovery period according to Pottgiesser et al.
(2008) is 36 days (indicated in the bottom graph by a vertical line)

5.3 Blood donation

Figures 5 and 6 show simulations of a standard blood donation of 550 ml obtained from
a person weighing 75 kg. The simulation starts in the steady state, and after one day,
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Fig. 6 Simulation of donation of 550 ml blood. Data points taken from Pottgiesser et al. (2008). Different
symbols refer to different patients

9 % of the erythrocyte population is lost due to blood donation. Figure 5 illustrates
how erythropoiesis adapts to this stress situation and drives the system back to the
original state. Directly after blood donation, the model reacts to the decreased oxygen
carrying capacity by releasing more EPO into the plasma compartment (see the top
graph in Fig. 5). A small increase in the number of reticulocytes can be observed
almost immediately. Their number increases slightly due to a reduction in marrow
transit time, which is visible in the middle graph of Fig. 5 as a small initial upward
shift. The dominant effect can be seen within a few days when, because of better
surviving probabilities of the progenitor cells (due to the increased erythropoietin
concentration), more cells enter the precursor cell class and, as a consequence, more
reticulocytes mature. The population of circulating erythrocytes increases, as shown
in the bottom graph of Fig. 5, and reaches its initial value within less than 40 days
after blood donation.

These results coincide with the findings in a study by Pottgiesser et al. (2008). In
this study, the recovery of total hemoglobin (tHb) after a standard blood donation in 29
healthy male volunteers (mean ± standard deviation: 76.6 ± 11.2 kg, 30 ± 10 years,
181 ± 7 cm) was investigated: “After donation of approximately 550 ml of whole
blood, the lost amount of tHb of 75 ± 15 g (8.8 ± 1.9 % tHb baseline) was recovered
after a mean of 36 ± 11 days (range: 20–59 days). … In many subjects a delay of
approximately 5 days was observed after blood donation in which no or only a minor
increase in tHb occurred. After this short delay, a continuous restoration of tHb was
noted …”1. The average recovery time of 36 days is plotted as a vertical line in Fig. 5.

1 Quoted from Pottgiesser et al. (2008).
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Fig. 7 Neocytolysis (corresponding to the simulation depicted in Fig. 5)

It is generally agreed that iron stores decrease after blood donation. In Pottgiesser
et al. (2008), first-time, infrequent and frequent donors were included in the study. In
some test subjects, a slight iron deficiency could be an explanation for a prolonged
recovery period. Fowler and Barner (1942) found that the mean recovery period in
young men who donated blood repeatedly could be shortened from 49 to 35 days by
administration of supplementary iron.

In addition to this general information, there were also 6 representative sets of data
of test subjects included in Pottgiesser et al. (2008). The data were given in percentages
of the individual tHb at baseline (=100 %) at the beginning of the trial, i.e., before
blood donation. The steady state of the simulations presented here were defined to be
the RBC mass baseline, and we plotted the relative changes according to the data in
Pottgiesser et al. (2008) together with the model predictions (see Fig. 6). Although
a comparison of the model simulation and the study can only be done with some
reservations—tHb is not necessarily always directly proportional to the number of
erythrocytes—the results indicate that the model can simulate quite accurately the
physiologic response to a typical blood donation in an average healthy male. The pre-
dicted recovery period agrees with the mean recovery time in Pottgiesser et al. (2008)
and Fowler and Barner (1942) (after iron supplementation), and the individual data
points correspond well with the simulation for an average adult.

Another fact that can be observed in the model—which is possibly more of theo-
retical importance—is that the system tends to overcompensate for the loss of RBC
mass. This is because the effect of the negative feedback loop, which affects mainly
the CFU-E cells, on the number of erythrocytes is relatively slow. It takes some time
until progenitor cells mature to erythrocytes. Therefore, the cells entering the blood
stream are cells that survived under a certain level of EPO days ago. Consequently,
more cells than normal enter the blood stream during a period of a few days when the
level of erythropoietin decreases to normal. Thus, neocytolysis is triggered in these
simulations because of a small excess of RBC mass. See Fig. 7 for a plot showing the
component of the mortality rate due to neocytolysis. Note that the mortality rate is
very small throughout the simulation (<0.004), but continues over a considerable time
(around days 40–120). Figure 5 shows that there is a slight drop in the number of eryth-
rocytes around day 120 which continues for about 30 days. The system reacts to this
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Fig. 8 Simulation over a long time interval after blood donation, model output with neocytolysis (solid
line) and without neocytolysis (dashed line)

drop and slightly increases erythropoiesis. The reason for the drop in the erythrocyte
population after around day 120 is the following: after the blood loss, the model pre-
dicts a considerable elevation of progenitor and precursor cells. Thus, the number of
cells entering blood circulation at a certain time t̂ is higher than usual. At the moment,
one of the model assumptions is that erythrocytes die exactly at the age of 120 days.
Therefore, at time t̂ + 120 all the cells that entered the erythrocyte class at time t̂
die at once. This means that, because the production rate of cells between days 1 and
50 was higher in the simulation, more cells reach the maximum age at days 121–170
and die, causing the erythrocyte population to drop. Continuing the simulation for 200
additional days shows that this drop remains the only one, and that the system does not
show oscillatory behavior around the steady state. Simulations without neocytolysis
show more pronounced fluctuations and small oscillations around the steady state. See
Fig. 8 for a simulation run over a long time interval (more than 400 days) after blood
donation comparing model output with and without neocytolysis.

5.4 Pre-surgical administration of erythropoiesis stimulating agents

Simulation results considering administration of ESAs in healthy adults are presented
in this subsection. For instance, it is common practice to treat patients that have to
undergo elective surgeries with rHuEPO in advance. This is done in order to increase
the hemoglobin in these subjects with the objective that the need for allogenic blood
transfusion after the surgery is reduced and/or the patients are able to donate blood
preoperatively for allogeneic blood transfusion. However, acquisition costs of eryth-
ropoiesis stimulating agents are high and it is in the health care systems interest to
choose a most cost-effective administration scheme (Jaspan 2007).
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Fig. 9 Administration of Epoetin-α in a healthy adult. Data points are taken from Cheung et al. (2001) and
the measured data (±2 standard error means) are connected with straight dashed lines. Model simulations
(solid line) for this administration scheme (4×40,000 U once a week) are also added to the graph

When treating healthy persons with ESAs the common administration route is
subcutaneous (s.c.) administration. Data concerning pharmacokinetics and pharma-
codynamics of Epoetin-α for a drug administration of 40,000 U once weekly (q.w.)
s.c. for 4 weeks in healthy persons are available in Cheung et al. (2001). The evaluated
pharmacokinetic profile of Epoetin-α was the following: mean peak in serum eryth-
ropoietin concentrations was 861 ± 445.1 mU/ml after 16.1 ± 4.27 h after admin-
istration with a mean half-life value of 15.0 ± 6.12 h. As one can see there is a
huge variability in the pharmacokinetic profile of this ESA. We used the mean values
(a peak in serum EPO levels of 861 mU/ml and a half-life of 15 h) and the described
administration scheme of 40,000 U q.w. s.c. for 4 weeks to run model simulations
and compared it to the pharmacodynamic data of the study (see Fig. 9). The model
predicts the average and terminal qualitative behavior of the test subjects to the drug
administration well and also quantitatively the results are quite satisfactory. During
the first 12 days of treatment the simulations underestimate the red cell mass, but
afterwards the simulations fit the data adequately. The delayed reaction of the system
in the beginning could eventually be explained by an underestimated ability of the
body to release reticulocytes when exposed to supraphysiologic levels of EPO.

Concerning pre-surgical administration of ESAs, we compared the model output to
the results of a study by Feagan et al. (2000). In this study patients undergoing primary
hip joint arthroplasty were administered Epoetin-α starting 4 weeks prior to the sur-
gery. 201 patients were assigned to 3 different groups: a low dose group—receiving
20,000 U Epoetin-α q.w. s.c., a high dose group—receiving 40,000 U Epoetin-α q.w.
s.c., and a control group—receiving a placebo. All three groups were additionally
treated with supplementary iron. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the RBC
production rate of the test subjects was not impaired by a lack of iron. Thus, our basic
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Fig. 10 Preoperative administration of Epoetin-α. Data points are taken from Feagan et al. (2000) and the
measured data (stars) are connected by straight lines. Results of model simulations for this administration
scheme are also added to the graph. Dashed lines are used for the low-dose group (4×20,000 U once a
week) and solid lines for the high-dose group (4×40,000 U once a week), respectively

model assumption is valid and the simulations are comparable to the observed data.
Because Feagan et al. (2000) did not publish any pharmacokinetic data we orientated
ourselves on the study of Cheung et al. (2001) (note that both used the same drug and
a similar administration scheme). The pharmacodynamic reaction in these two studies
differed slightly, probably because the demographics of the test subjects are very dif-
ferent. For instance, a mean age of 28.1 ± 6.51 in Cheung et al. (2001) compared
to a mean age of 68.9 ± 10.8 and 67.3 ± 11.0 in the low-dose and high-dose group,
respectively, in Feagan et al. (2000); 53 % males in Cheung et al. (2001) compared
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Fig. 11 Consequence of different life spans on the amount of ESA (here: Epoetin-α) which has to be
administered. The dotted line represents the baseline for a healthy adult. Administration scheme: 2× per
week; accumulated weekly dose and life span of RBCs: 8,000 U and 120 days (solid line), 9,500 U and 90
days (dashed line), 14,000 U and 60 days (dash-dotted line)

to 7.6 and 11.4 % males in the low-dose and high-dose group, respectively, in Feagan
et al. (2000).

A setup similar to the one used by Feagan et al. (2000), considering the administra-
tion scheme, is used for the simulations. Additionally, the pharmacokinetic data from
Cheung et al. (2001) are used, but the half-life of Epoetin-α was slightly reduced to
13 h, which lies well within the data’s standard deviation. The pharmacodynamic data
measured in Feagan et al. (2000) was the hemoglobin concentration of the test subjects.
In order to incorporate the observations into the plots, a method similar to the method
used in Sect. 5.3 with the data from Pottgiesser et al. (2008) was used herein. Again, the
model predicts the average reaction of the test subjects to the drug administration quite
well (see Fig. 10). At the beginning of the treatment simulations underestimate the red
cell mass, but afterwards the simulations fit the data adequately. In Feagan et al. (2000)
the authors stated that they were quite surprised that doubling the dose from 20,000 to
40,000 U lead only to a slight increase in hemoglobin concentration. Interestingly, our
model predicts only a minor difference in the number of marrow reticulocytes between
the low-dose and high-dose group. This possibly provides an explanation why the red
cell masses in the two groups differ only slightly. Another observation is that neocy-
tolysis gets more prominent in the intermediate phases from week to week. Because
of a rising excess in red cell mass, endogenous erythropoietin gets more and more
suppressed. The administered Epoetin-α gets almost completely decomposed within
4 days and therefore the EPO concentration in plasma drops beneath the threshold
where the destruction of neocytes is triggered.

5.5 Comparison of administration regimens for ESAs

The simulations presented above, which modeled available literature data, showed
very good agreement with the real-life data in all cases. This indicates that the model
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Fig. 12 Consequence of different life spans on the amount of Epoetin-α which has to be administered when
in addition an increased loss of RBCs (γ m

r = 0.015 instead of γ m
r = 0.005) has to be considered. The

dotted line represents the baseline for a healthy adult. Administration schemes: 2× per week; accumulated
weekly dose and life span of RBCs: 15,000 U and 120 days (solid line), 18,000 U and 90 days (dashed
line), 45,000 U and 60 days (dash-dotted line)
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Fig. 13 Comparing a 2× per week (dashed line) and 3× per week (solid line) administration scheme for
a dialysis patient without inflammation. The assumed average life span of the RBC is 60 days. The weekly
dose accumulates to 15,000 U for the 2× per week scheme and to 9,000 U for the 3× per week scheme

is valid for modeling erythropoiesis in subjects whose erythropoietic iron demands
are met. In addition, some situations where experimental data are not available were
considered. Of particular interest are the implications of RBC lifespan for the choice
of ESA dosing regimens (in this case Epoetin-α, see Figs. 11 and 12). Changes in the
intrinsic mortality rate αm

r (normal 0.005 per day, increased to 0.015, as for instance,
in dialysis patients) were also considered. In each case, the endogenous EPO produc-
tion was assumed to be reduced to the minor production by the liver, as would be the
case, for example, for a dialysis patient. The dotted horizontal lines in Figs. 11, 12,
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Fig. 14 Comparing a 2× per week (dashed line) and 3× per week (solid line) administration scheme for
a dialysis patient without inflammation considering an increased loss of RBCs (γ m

r = 0.015 instead of
γ m

r = 0.005). The assumed average life span of the RBCs is 60 days. The weekly dose accumulates to
50,000 U for the 2× per week scheme and to 15,000 U for the 3× per week scheme

Table 3 Comparisons of ESA administration schemes under varying conditions

Administration Intrinsic mortality Life-span for Dosage per Dosage per Figure
scheme rate αm

r for RBCb RBC (days) administration (U) week (U)
(per day)

2× per week 0.005 120 4,000 8,000 Fig. 11

2× per week 0.005 90 4,750 9,500

2× per week 0.005 60 7,000 14,000

2× per week 0.015 120 7,500 15,000 Fig. 12

2× per week 0.015 90 9,000 18,000

2× per week 0.015 60 22,500 45,000

2× per week 0.005 60 7,500 15,000 Fig. 13

3× per week 0.005 60 3,000 9,000

2× per week 0.015 60 25,000 50,000 Fig. 14

3× per week 0.015 60 5,000 15,000

Considered are different intrinsic mortality rates, different life spans for RBCs and administration of ESA
2 or 3 times a week

13, 14 indicate the baseline population sizes for a healthy subject (αm
r = 0.005 and life

span for RBCs = 120 days). The simulations indicate a considerable increase of the
administration dosages when life span of RBCs decreases, the rate αm

r increases, and
the frequency of administrations decreases (see Table 3 and Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14).
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